
    OASGW Group Activities 
 

Due to the COIV-19 pandemic, The Ohio Association of Specialists in Group Work 
Association is not able to be physically present to provide the All Ohio Counseling Association 
Conference community with tips and resources. However, our board would like to demonstrate 
our continued support for group work and the counseling community. We hope that you find 
these resources and activities helpful to implement in your own groups. Below is content 
organized by various categories. These resources can be utilized via in-person counseling 
services or via telehealth services. Please be mindful to evaluate if each activity is appropriate 
for your population and client needs prior to implementation.  

 
 For more information regarding OASGW, Go to our website: 
https://ohioasgw.wixsite.com/groupwork  

 
 

1. Interactive Activities for Telehealth  
2. Empathy Building Activity  (Adolescent/Adult population)  
3. Boundaries Activity (Adolescent/Adult population)  
4. Substance Abuse Group Activity  
5. Psychodrama Activity  
6. Trauma Group Activity  

 
 

1. Interactive Activities for Telehealth  
a. Create a Free Kahoot to review coping skills for Children or Adolescent groups 
b. Ted Talks Videos with planned discussion quesitons 
c. Mindfulness Meditation Apps/Websites  

 
2. Empathy Building Activity 

a. Telehealth or in Person 
b. Adolescent and Adult Populations 
c. Each group member will write down a problem or painful emotion they are 

currently experiencing and will anonymously submit it to the group leader. The 
group leader will then shuffle the responses and randomly redistribute them back 
to the group members. Prior to beginning the discussion, the group leader will set 
clear boundaries with the group to be respectful of the answer they receive, and 
keep the response anonymous without trying to guess who the individual is that 
wrote the problem. Each group member will go around and read the problem they 
received out loud and pretend this is a problem they are currently experiencing. 
Other group members will interview that individual and practice using validation 
and reflective listening skills to try to determine what emotions that individual is 
experiencing as a result of the problem. After everyone has gone, the group 
leader will reflect on the experience with the group.  

Discussion Questions: 

https://ohioasgw.wixsite.com/groupwork


i. What was it like to pretend to experience someone else’s problem?  
ii. What was it like to hear your problem experienced by someone else? 
iii. What emotions did you find yourself experiencing during this process? 

 
3. Boundaries Activity  

a. Telehealth or In-person activity  
b. Adolescent or Adult Population  
c. Have the group members each bring in a song that they recently heard on the 

radio or frequently listen to on spotify. Play each song for 30 seconds and 
discuss if the lyrics reinforce healthy or unhealthy relationships  

d. Additional resource for Adolescents/Emerging Adulthood to facilitate 
conversation of boundaries before  or after this activity :  
 LoveisRespect.org 

 
4. Substance Abuse  

a. Telehealth or In-person Activity  
b. Adolescents or Adult population  
c. Nugget video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUngLgGRJpo  

      Discussion questions: If members are not sharing,  rounds are encouraged to facilitate 
communicaiton  

1. What was it like to watch that video? 
2. How does the cartoon relate to substance use in general? 
3. How does the cartoon relate to your personal substance use? 
4. How can we use this video to help maintain sobriety? 
 

5. Psychodrama: 
a. In-Person Activity  
b. Adult population  
c. Psychodrama techniques that can be helpful in group experiences.  One of the 

main focuses of Psychodrama is the inclusion of the group and allowing the 
group to dictate the tone of the group. Below are a few video resources from Tian 
Dayton, who does a wonderful job demonstrating some tactics.  

 
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HT8a0CjQbf0&feature=emb_logo 
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gwqFtgjKsqw&feature=emb_logo 
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=120&v=61OiXWM_xmU&feature

=emb_logo 
 

6. Trauma Group  
a. In-Person Activity with Additional Telehealth option 
b. Discussion:   Clients will discuss common stereotypes associated with sexual 

assault, their own  experiences and beliefs regarding sexual assault, as well as 
how this has impacted their view of themselves. 
Discussion Prompts: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUngLgGRJpo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HT8a0CjQbf0&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gwqFtgjKsqw&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=120&v=61OiXWM_xmU&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=120&v=61OiXWM_xmU&feature=emb_logo


i. Things we have heard about sexual thought 
ii. What we believe about sexual assault, personally 
iii. How this has shaped our view of ourselves 
iv. After discussing these items, group members will write any negative 

beliefs they hold about themselves as a result of these stereotypes on a 
balloon. After doing so, group members will either release the balloons 
outside or pop the balloon with a needle. 

c. Telehealth Option: Instead of writing it on a balloon, have group members write it 
on a piece of paper. After discussing the items, have them dispose of the paper 
in their own way (obviously emphasizing that they need to do so in a safe way). 
 

 


